Problems with fueling systems in healthcare facilities
can cause generator failure and loss of backup power
and have a catastrophic impact on the facilities they are
designed to safeguard. Yet backup power generation and
protection of the system that provides it, is sometimes
dangerously neglected.
Federal, state and local environmental regulations are
no less applicable to mission critical healthcare facilities
that maintain fueling systems and generators designed
to protect public safety. Hospitals, clinics, nursing
and long-term care facilities, virtually all healthcare
establishments, are directed by law to test and properly
maintain and their on-site, diesel-powered backup
generator systems.
The mere presence of backup power systems is no
longer enough, as with each passing year, environmental regulations place more of a burden on the
owners of backup generators and ancillary fueling
systems.

Are you confident that your healthcare
facility is up-to-date with the latest
Federal, state and local regulations
and that your compliance program
is adequately protecting your healthcare facility from a power outage, or
costly leak of fuel?
Tanknology is the largest and most capable company in the United States devoted to the testing and
related compliance services for backup generators
and fueling systems in healthcare facilities. With
extensive experience in the complexities of healthcare
fueling facilities, we have the knowledge and capability to help tank and generator owners efficiently
and cost-efficiently manage the multifaceted regulatory and safety requirements for healthcare sites.

confusing testing requirements by offering:
• Tank, Line and Leak Detection Testing
• Monitoring System Certifications, Repairs
and Installations
• Fuel Sampling and analysis
• Fuel Polishing
• Tank Cleaning
• Alarm Monitoring
• Sump Repairs
• Stage II Vapor Recovery Testing and Training
• And much more...
In addition, Tanknology offers cloud-based record
keeping through our proprietary TANCS system. TANCS
allows clients to easily locate and access testing records
and related fueling system documents 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, from any laptop or web-capable
mobile device.

Whether your need a turn-key
compliance solution for your facility
or help with a single environmental
regulatory issue, Tanknology is
here to help. Call our experts at
1-800-964-1250.

Tanknology can help healthcare facilities manage
complex environmental regulations and oftentimes
Environmental Compliance for Petroleum Systems
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